2018 Putnam County Fair Demolition Derby
"Official" Stock Class Rules 2018”
1. All cars must be 1980 or newer.
2. All cars must remove windshield, and must have a safety bar or chain across
windshield opening top to bottom.
3. All glass, plastic bumpers lights and grills must be removed, and the inside the
car and trunk must be swept clean.
4. DOT approved tires must be original size for the make and model of the car and
no doubled tires.
5. Hood and trunk must open for inspection. Hood and trunk lid must have 12in
hole. After inspection they can be tied shut in 6 places with wire or chain, also
recommend tie the bumper heavily in 2 places to prevent them from falling off on
the track and they can be tied before inspection.
6. No Bumper Swaps. All must run the original bumper to the make and model of
your car. No Welding. Recommended to tie them on in two places to prevent
them from falling off and prevents us from having to stop the derby to remove
them.
7. Doors can be tied in up to six places with chain or wire. They must not come
open during the derby.
8. Gas tanks in V8 cars must be moved inside the car. They must be secure with
absolutely no wiggle or movement, ratchet straps work well. Front Wheel Drives
can leave gas tank in original location IF its mounted under the car between the
front and rear axles, and if its behind the rear axle it must be moved.
9. No welding on body or frame anywhere. No pre-bending. No modified
suspension. Up to a four point cage will be allowed. Door bar and dash bar cannot
be closer than six in to the floor must be inside the passenger compartment only
inside the doors or any other body panels will not run. Minimum cage for safety
only .
10. No aftermarket parts. Must run factory shifter. A hole with a #9 wire attached
to the linkage will be allowed but NO aftermarket or custom fabricated shifters
allowed. No protectors of any kind allowed in drive train.
11. Exhaust must be stock to car, absolutely no aftermarket headers. Tail pipe can
be cut and moved.
12. This is back to basics pure stock demolition derby, if you spend more than a
weekend building its probably over built.
13. Most important call before you build, some rules may change
931 349 5368, no answer please then leave message or text, I work many hours
and will get back as soon as possible -- Thanks Matt Groover, Promoter and Chair,
Putnam County Fair Demolition Derby.

